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The contents of this book covers the material required in the Fluid Mechanics Graduate
Core Course (MEEN-621) and in Advanced Fluid Mechanics, a Ph. D-level elective
course (MEEN-622), both of which I have been teaching at Texas A&M University for
the past two decades. While there are numerous undergraduate fluid mechanics texts
on the market for engineering students and instructors to choose from, there are only
limited texts that comprehensively address the particular needs of graduate engineering
fluid mechanics courses. To complement the lecture materials, the instructors more
often recommend several texts, each of which treats special topics of fluid mechanics.
This circumstance and the need to have a textbook that covers the materials needed in
the above courses gave the impetus to provide the graduate engineering community
with a coherent textbook that comprehensively addresses their needs for an advanced
fluid mechanics text. Although this text book is primarily aimed at mechanical
engineering students, it is equally suitable for aerospace engineering, civil engineering,
other engineering disciplines, and especially those practicing professionals who
perform CFD-simulation on a routine basis and would like to know more about the
underlying physics of the commercial codes they use. Furthermore, it is suitable for self
study, provided that the reader has a sufficient knowledge of calculus and differential
equations. In the past, because of the lack of advanced computational capability, the
subject of fluid mechanics was artificially subdivided into inviscid, viscous (laminar,
turbulent), incompressible, compressible, subsonic, supersonic and hypersonic flows.
This comprehensive text provides basic fundamentals of computational theory and
computational methods. The book is divided into two parts. The first part covers
material fundamental to the understanding and application of finite-difference methods.
The second part illustrates the use of such methods in solving different types of
complex problems encountered in fluid mechanics and heat transfer. The book is
replete with worked examples and problems provided at the end of each chapter.
This book is a tutorial written by researchers and developers behind the FEniCS Project
and explores an advanced, expressive approach to the development of mathematical
software. The presentation spans mathematical background, software design and the
use of FEniCS in applications. Theoretical aspects are complemented with computer
code which is available as free/open source software. The book begins with a special
introductory tutorial for beginners. Following are chapters in Part I addressing
fundamental aspects of the approach to automating the creation of finite element
solvers. Chapters in Part II address the design and implementation of the FEnicS
software. Chapters in Part III present the application of FEniCS to a wide range of
applications, including fluid flow, solid mechanics, electromagnetics and geophysics.
Provides a clear, concise, and self-contained introduction to Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) This comprehensively updated new edition covers the fundamental
concepts and main methods of modern Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). With
expert guidance and a wealth of useful techniques, the book offers a clear, concise,
and accessible account of the essentials needed to perform and interpret a CFD
analysis. The new edition adds a plethora of new information on such topics as the
techniques of interpolation, finite volume discretization on unstructured grids, projection
methods, and RANS turbulence modeling. The book has been thoroughly edited to
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improve clarity and to reflect the recent changes in the practice of CFD. It also features
a large number of new end-of-chapter problems. All the attractive features that have
contributed to the success of the first edition are retained by this version. The book
remains an indispensable guide, which: Introduces CFD to students and working
professionals in the areas of practical applications, such as mechanical, civil, chemical,
biomedical, or environmental engineering Focuses on the needs of someone who
wants to apply existing CFD software and understand how it works, rather than develop
new codes Covers all the essential topics, from the basics of discretization to
turbulence modeling and uncertainty analysis Discusses complex issues using simple
worked examples and reinforces learning with problems Is accompanied by a website
hosting lecture presentations and a solution manual Essential Computational Fluid
Dynamics, Second Edition is an ideal textbook for senior undergraduate and graduate
students taking their first course on CFD. It is also a useful reference for engineers and
scientists working with CFD applications.
Handbook of Fluid Dynamics offers balanced coverage of the three traditional areas of
fluid dynamics-theoretical, computational, and experimental-complete with valuable
appendices presenting the mathematics of fluid dynamics, tables of dimensionless
numbers, and tables of the properties of gases and vapors. Each chapter introduces a
different fluid
The book is written for an introductory course in fluid mechanics. It provides a well
balanced coverage of physical concepts, mathematical operations and practical
demonstrations within the scope of the course. It is intended to provide useful
foundation of fluid mechanics to all engineering graduates, irrespective of their
individual disciplines.
This IMA Volume in Mathematics and its Applications NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC
PDEs: HYDRODYNAMIC LIMIT AND BURGERS' TURBULENCE is based on the
proceedings of the period of concentration on Stochas tic Methods for Nonlinear PDEs
which was an integral part of the 1993- 94 IMA program on "Emerging Applications of
Probability." We thank Tadahisa Funaki and Wojbor A. Woyczynski for organizing this
meeting and for editing the proceedings. We also take this opportunity to thank the
National Science Foundation and the Army Research Office, whose financial support
made this workshop possible. A vner Friedman Willard Miller, Jr. xiii PREFACE A
workshop on Nonlinear Stochastic Partial Differential Equations was held during the
week of March 21 at the Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications at the University
of Minnesota. It was part of the Special Year on Emerging Applications of Probability
program put together by an organizing committee chaired by J. Michael Steele. The
selection of topics reflected personal interests of the organizers with two areas of
emphasis: the hydrodynamic limit problems and Burgers' turbulence and related
models. The talks and the papers appearing in this volume reflect a number of research
directions that are currently pursued in these areas.
An uncoupled CFD-DSMC technique is developed and applied to provide solutions for
continuum jets interacting with rarefield external flows. The technique is based on a
correlation of the appropriate Bird breakdown parameter for a transitional-rarefield
condition that defines a surface within which the continuum solution is unaffected by the
external flow-jet interaction. The method is applied to two problems to assess and
demonstrate its validity: one of a jet interaction in the transitional-rarefied flow regime
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and the other in the moderately rarefield regime. Results show that the appropriate Bird
breakdown surface for uncoupling the continuum and non-continuum solutions is a
function of a non-dimensional parameter relating the momentum flux and collisionality
between the two interacting flows.

This unique volume introduces and discusses the methods of validating computer
simulations in scientific research. The core concepts, strategies, and techniques
of validation are explained by an international team of pre-eminent authorities,
drawing on expertise from various fields ranging from engineering and the
physical sciences to the social sciences and history. The work also offers new
and original philosophical perspectives on the validation of simulations. Topics
and features: introduces the fundamental concepts and principles related to the
validation of computer simulations, and examines philosophical frameworks for
thinking about validation; provides an overview of the various strategies and
techniques available for validating simulations, as well as the preparatory steps
that have to be taken prior to validation; describes commonly used reference
points and mathematical frameworks applicable to simulation validation; reviews
the legal prescriptions, and the administrative and procedural activities related to
simulation validation; presents examples of best practice that demonstrate how
methods of validation are applied in various disciplines and with different types of
simulation models; covers important practical challenges faced by simulation
scientists when applying validation methods and techniques; offers a selection of
general philosophical reflections that explore the significance of validation from a
broader perspective. This truly interdisciplinary handbook will appeal to a broad
audience, from professional scientists spanning all natural and social sciences, to
young scholars new to research with computer simulations. Philosophers of
science, and methodologists seeking to increase their understanding of
simulation validation, will also find much to benefit from in the text.
The Second Edition contains information on new technological advances, such
as Turbulence Modeling, Modern Analytic Techniques in Approximation
Solutions; Computational Fluid Dynamics; and Triple-Deck Theory, along with
applications, new problems, and updated references. The book is for a
senior/graduate level elective in Mechanical Engineering, with strong professional
international appeal.
This book discusses the fundamental principles and equations governing the
motion of incompressible Newtonian fluids, and simultaneously introduces
analytical and numerical methods for solving a broad range of pertinent
problems. Topics include an in-depth discussion of kinematics, elements of
differential geometry of lines and surfaces, vortex dynamics, properties and
computation of interfacial shapes in hydrostatics, exact solutions, flow at low
Reynolds numbers, interfacial flows, hydrodynamic stability, boundary-layer
analysis, vortex motion, boundary-integral methods for potential and Stokes flow,
principles of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and finite-difference methods
for Navier-Stokes flow. The discourse includes classical and original topics, as
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well as derivations accompanied by solved and unsolved problems that illustrate
the theoretical results and explain the implementation of the numerical methods.
Appendices provide a wealth of information and establish the necessary
mathematical and numerical framework. A unique and comprehensive synthesis
of the essential aspects of the discipline, this volume serves as an ideal textbook
in several graduate courses on theoretical and computational fluid dynamics,
applied mathematics, and scientific computing. The material is an indispensable
resource for professionals and researchers in various fields of science, chemical,
mechanical, biomechanical, civil and aerospace engineering.
Basic fluid dynamic theory and applications in a single, authoritative reference
The growing capabilities of computational fluid dynamics and the development of
laser velocimeters and other new instrumentation have made a thorough
understanding of classic fluid theory and laws more critical today than ever
before. Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics is a vital repository of essential
information on this crucial subject. It brings together the contributions of
recognized experts from around the world to cover all of the concepts of classical
fluid mechanics-from the basic properties of liquids through thermodynamics,
flow theory, and gas dynamics. With answers for the practicing engineer and realworld insights for the student, it includes applications from the mechanical, civil,
aerospace, chemical, and other fields. Whether used as a refresher or for firsttime learning, Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics is an important new asset for
engineers and students in many different disciplines.
Finite Difference Methods in Heat Transfer, Second Edition focuses on finite
difference methods and their application to the solution of heat transfer problems.
Such methods are based on the discretization of governing equations, initial and
boundary conditions, which then replace a continuous partial differential problem
by a system of algebraic equations. Finite difference methods are a versatile tool
for scientists and for engineers. This updated book serves university students
taking graduate-level coursework in heat transfer, as well as being an important
reference for researchers and engineering. Features Provides a self-contained
approach in finite difference methods for students and professionals Covers the
use of finite difference methods in convective, conductive, and radiative heat
transfer Presents numerical solution techniques to elliptic, parabolic, and
hyperbolic problems Includes hybrid analytical–numerical approaches
Modern day high-performance computers are making available to 21st-century
scientists solutions to rheological flow problems of ever-increasing complexity.
Computational rheology is a fast-moving subject — problems which only 10 years
ago were intractable, such as 3D transient flows of polymeric liquids, nonisothermal non-Newtonian flows or flows of highly elastic liquids through complex
geometries, are now being tackled owing to the availability of parallel computers,
adaptive methods and advances in constitutive modelling.Computational
Rheology traces the development of numerical methods for non-Newtonian flows
from the late 1960's to the present day. It begins with broad coverage of nonPage 4/9
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Newtonian fluids, including their mathematical modelling and analysis, before
specific computational techniques are discussed. The application of these
techniques to some important rheological flow problems of academic and
industrial interest is then treated in a detailed and up-to-date exposition. Finally,
the reader is kept abreast of topics at the cutting edge of research in
computational applied mathematics, such as adaptivity and stochastic partial
differential equations.All the topics in this book are dealt with from an elementary
level and this makes the text suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students, as well as experienced researchers from both the academic and
industrial communities.
This book explores the theoretical and computational aspects of the fluid
dynamics and transport of sprays and droplets.
Thoroughly updated to include the latest developments in the field, this classic
text on finite-difference and finite-volume computational methods maintains the
fundamental concepts covered in the first edition. As an introductory text for
advanced undergraduates and first-year graduate students, Computational Fluid
Mechanics and Heat Transfer, Third Edition provides the background necessary
for solving complex problems in fluid mechanics and heat transfer. Divided into
two parts, the book first lays the groundwork for the essential concepts preceding
the fluids equations in the second part. It includes expanded coverage of
turbulence and large-eddy simulation (LES) and additional material included on
detached-eddy simulation (DES) and direct numerical simulation (DNS).
Designed as a valuable resource for practitioners and students, new homework
problems have been added to further enhance the student’s understanding of
the fundamentals and applications.
Advances in scientific computing have made modelling and simulation an important part of the
decision-making process in engineering, science, and public policy. This book provides a
comprehensive and systematic development of the basic concepts, principles, and procedures
for verification and validation of models and simulations. The emphasis is placed on models
that are described by partial differential and integral equations and the simulations that result
from their numerical solution. The methods described can be applied to a wide range of
technical fields, from the physical sciences, engineering and technology and industry, through
to environmental regulations and safety, product and plant safety, financial investing, and
governmental regulations. This book will be genuinely welcomed by researchers, practitioners,
and decision makers in a broad range of fields, who seek to improve the credibility and
reliability of simulation results. It will also be appropriate either for university courses or for
independent study.
Primarily designed as a text for the undergraduate students of aeronautical engineering,
mechanical engineering, civil engineering, chemical engineering and other branches of applied
science, this book provides a basic platform in fluid mechanics and turbomachines. The book
begins with a description of the fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics such as fluid
properties, its static and dynamic pressures, buoyancy and floatation, and flow through pipes,
orifices, mouthpieces, notches and weirs. Then, it introduces more complex topics like laminar
flow and its application, turbulent flow, compressible flow, dimensional analysis and model
investigations. Finally, the text elaborates on impact of jets and turbomachines like turbines,
pumps and miscellaneous fluid machines. KEY FEATURES : Comprises twenty four methods
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of flow measurements. Presents derivations of equations in an easy-to-understand manner.
Contains numerous solved numerical problems in S.I. units. Includes unsteady equations of
continuity and dynamic equation of gradually varied flow in open channel.
This book provides a general introduction to the topic of turbulent flows. Apart from classical
topics in turbulence, attention is also paid to modern topics. After studying this work, the reader
will have the basic knowledge to follow current topics on turbulence in scientific literature. The
theory is illustrated with a number of examples of applications, such as closure models,
numerical simulations and turbulent diffusion, and experimental findings. The work also
contains a number of illustrative exercises Review from the Textbook & Academic Authors
Association that awarded the book with the 2017 Most Promising New Textbook Award:
“Compared to other books in this subject, we find this one to be very up-to-date and effective
at explaining this complicated subject. We certainly would highly recommend it as a text for
students and practicing professionals who wish to expand their understanding of modern fluid
mechanics.”
Essential reading for any Earth scientist, this classic textbook has been providing advanced
undergraduate and graduate students with the fundamentals needed to develop a quantitative
understanding of the physical processes of the solid earth for over thirty years. This third
edition has two completely new chapters covering numerical modelling and geophysical
MATLAB applications, and the text is now supported by a suite of online MATLAB codes that
will enable students to grasp the practical aspects of computational modelling. The book has
been brought fully up to date with the inclusion of new material on planetary geophysics and
other cutting edge topics. Exercises within the text allow students to put the theory into practice
as they progress through each chapter and carefully selected further reading sections guide
and encourage them to delve deeper into topics of interest. Answers to problems available
within the book and also online, for self-testing, complete the textbook package.
The last decade has seen a dramatic increase of our abilities to solve numerically the
governing equations of fluid mechanics. In design aerodynamics the classical potential-flow
methods have been complemented by higher modelling-level methods. Euler solvers, and for
special purposes, already Navier-Stokes solvers are in use. The authors of this book have
been working on the solution of the Euler equations for quite some time. While the first two of
us have worked mainly on algorithmic problems, the third has been concerned off and on with
modelling and application problems of Euler methods. When we started to write this book we
decided to put our own work at the center of it. This was done because we thought, and we
leave this to the reader to decide, that our work has attained over the years enough substance
in order to justify a book. The problem which we soon faced, was that the field still is moving at
a fast pace, for instance because hyper sonic computation problems became more and more
important.
Provides an account of internal, external and unsteady slow viscous flows, including the
advances. This book shows how the method of eigenfunctions, in conjunction with least
squares, can be used to solve problems of low Reynolds number flows, including threedimensional internal and unsteady flows.
Introduction to Fluid Mechanics is a mathematically efficient introductory text for a basal course
in mechanical engineering. More rigorous than existing texts in the field, it is also distinguished
by the choice and order of subject matter, its careful derivation and explanation of the laws of
fluid mechanics, and its attention to everyday examples of fluid flow and common engineering
applications. Beginning with the simple and proceeding to the complex, the text introduces the
principles of fluid mechanics in orderly steps. At each stage practical engineering problems are
solved, principally in engineering systems such as dams, pumps, turbines, pipe flows,
propellers, and jets, but with occasional illustrations from physiological and meteorological
flows. The approach builds on the student's experience with everyday fluid mechanics,
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showing how the scientific principles permit a quantitative understanding of what is happening
and provide a basis for designing engineering systems that achieve the desired objectives.
Introduction to Fluid Mechanics differs from most engineering texts in several respects: The
derivations of the fluid principles (especially the conservation of energy) are complete and
correct, but concisely given through use of the theorems of vector calculus. This saves
considerable time and enables the student to visualize the significance of these principles.
More attention than usual is given to unsteady flows and their importance in pipe flow and
external flows. Finally, the examples and exercises illustrate real engineering situations,
including physically realistic values of the problem variables. Many of these problems require
calculation of numerical values, giving the student experience in judging the correctness of his
or her numerical skills.
Die Überarbeitung für die 10. deutschsprachige Auflage von Hermann Schlichtings
Standardwerk wurde wiederum von Klaus Gersten geleitet, der schon die umfassende
Neuformulierung der 9. Auflage vorgenommen hatte. Es wurden durchgängig Aktualisierungen
vorgenommen, aber auch das Kapitel 15 von Herbert Oertel jr. neu bearbeitet. Das Buch gibt
einen umfassenden Überblick über den Einsatz der Grenzschicht-Theorie in allen Bereichen
der Strömungsmechanik. Dabei liegt der Schwerpunkt bei den Umströmungen von Körpern
(z.B. Flugzeugaerodynamik). Das Buch wird wieder den Studenten der Strömungsmechanik
wie auch Industrie-Ingenieuren ein unverzichtbarer Partner unerschöpflicher Informationen
sein.
Bubbles, Drops, and Particles in Non-Newtonian Fluids, Second Edition continues to provide
thorough coverage of the scientific foundations and the latest advances in particle motion in
non-Newtonian media. The book demonstrates how dynamic behavior of single particles can
yield useful information for modeling transport processes in complex multiphase flows.
Completely revised and expanded, this second edition covers macroscopic momentum and
heat/mass transfer from a single rigid or fluid particle or ensembles of particles involving strong
inter-particle interactions including packed beds, fluidized beds, and porous media with
different types of non-Newtonian fluids. It reflects advances made since the publication of the
previous, bestselling edition with new material on topics such as extensional flow; timeindependent, time-dependent and visco-elastic fluids; free settling behavior of non-spherical
particles; and particle motion in visco-elastic and visco-plastic fluids, boundary layer flows,
flows in porous media, and falling object rheometry. An excellent reference and handbook
dealing with the technological aspects of non-Newtonian materials encountered in nature and
in technology, this book highlights qualitative differences between the response of a Newtonian
and non-Newtonian fluids in the complex flows encountered in processing applications.
The second edition of Analytical Fluid Dynamics presents an expanded and updated treatment
of inviscid and laminar viscous compressible flows from a theoretical viewpoint. It emphasizes
basic assumptions, the physical aspects of flow, and the appropriate formulations of the
governing equations for subsequent analytical treatment. Topics covered inc
The Journal on Advanced Studies in Theoretical and Experimental Physics, including Related
Themes from Mathematics
Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer, Fourth Edition is a fully updated version of
the classic text on finite-difference and finite-volume computational methods. Divided into two
parts, the text covers essential concepts, and then moves on to fluids equations in the second
part. Designed as a valuable resource for practitioners and students, new examples and
homework problems have been added to further enhance the student’s understanding of the
fundamentals and applications. Provides a thoroughly updated presentation of CFD and
computational heat transfer Covers more material than other texts, organized for classroom
instruction and self-study Presents a range of flow computation strategies and extensive
computational heat transfer coverage Includes more extensive coverage of computational heat
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transfer methods Features a full Solutions Manual and Figure Slides for classroom projection
Written as an introductory text for advanced undergraduates and first-year graduate students,
the new edition provides the background necessary for solving complex problems in fluid
mechanics and heat transfer.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is now an essential and effective tool used in the design
of all types of turbomachine, and this topic constitutes the main theme of this book. With over
50 years of experience in the field of aerodynamics, Professor Naixing Chen has developed a
wide range of numerical methods covering almost the entire spectrum of turbomachinery
applications. Moreover, he has also made significant contributions to practical experiments and
real-life designs. The book focuses on rigorous mathematical derivation of the equations
governing flow and detailed descriptions of the numerical methods used to solve the equations.
Numerous applications of the methods to different types of turbomachine are given and, in
many cases, the numerical results are compared to experimental measurements. These
comparisons illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the methods – a useful guide for
readers. Lessons for the design of improved blading are also indicated after many applications.
Presents real-world perspective to the past, present and future concern in turbomachinery
Covers direct and inverse solutions with theoretical and practical aspects Demonstrates huge
application background in China Supplementary instructional materials are available on the
companion website Aerothermodynamics of Turbomachinery: Analysis and Design is ideal for
senior undergraduates and graduates studying in the fields of mechanics, energy and power,
and aerospace engineering; design engineers in the business of manufacturing compressors,
steam and gas turbines; and research engineers and scientists working in the areas of fluid
mechanics, aerodynamics, and heat transfer. Supplementary lecture materials for instructors
are available at www.wiley.com/go/chenturbo
"This book promotes the use of optimal modified continuous Galerkin weak form theory to
generate discrete approximate solutions to incompressible-thermal Navier-Stokes equations"-Geschrieben von Spezialisten aus Industrie und Wissenschaft, ermöglicht das Standardwerk
die Auslegung technischer Apparate und Anlagen, z. B. in der Verfahrens- und der
Energietechnik. Dafür werden Daten bereitgestellt, Berechnungsmethoden eingehend erläutert
und Konstruktionen vorgestellt. Die 11. deutsche Auflage enthält zahlreiche neue Beiträge, die
Kapitel wurden komplett überarbeitet und dem Stand der Technik angepasst. Seit über 50
Jahren ein unentbehrliches Arbeitsmittel für Ingenieure, die sich mit Fragen der
Wärmeübertragung beschäftigen.
Viscous Fluid FlowViscous Fluid FlowMcGraw-Hill Science, Engineering & Mathematics
This new work is an introduction to the numerical solution of the initial value problem for a
system of ordinary differential equations. The first three chapters are general in nature, and
chapters 4 through 8 derive the basic numerical methods, prove their convergence, study their
stability and consider how to implement them effectively. The book focuses on the most
important methods in practice and develops them fully, uses examples throughout, and
emphasizes practical problem-solving methods.
This textbook covers essentials of traditional and modern fluid dynamics, i. e. , the
fundamentals of and basic applications in fluid mechanics and convection heat transfer with
brief excursions into fluid-particle dynamics and solid mechanics. Specifically, it is suggested
that the book can be used to enhance the knowledge base and skill level of engineering and
physics students in macro-scale fluid mechanics (see Chaps. 1–5 and 10), followed by an intductory excursion into micro-scale fluid dynamics (see Chaps. 6 to 9). These ten chapters are
rather self-contained, i. e. , most of the material of Chaps. 1–10 (or selectively just certain
chapters) could be taught in one course, based on the students’ background. Typically,
serious seniors and first-year graduate students form a receptive audience (see sample
syllabus). Such as target group of students would have had prerequisites in thermodynamics,
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fluid mechanics and solid mechanics, where Part A would be a welcomed refresher. While
introductory fluid mechanics books present the material in progressive order, i. e. , employing
an inductive approach from the simple to the more difficult, the present text adopts more of a
deductive approach. Indeed, understanding the derivation of the basic equations and then
formulating the system-specific equations with suitable boundary conditions are two key steps
for proper problem solutions.
New Edition Now Covers Shock-Wave Analysis An in-depth presentation of analytical methods
and physical foundations, Analytical Fluid Dynamics, Third Edition breaks down the "how" and
"why" of fluid dynamics. While continuing to cover the most fundamental topics in fluid
mechanics, this latest work emphasizes advanced analytical approaches to aid in the analytical
process and corresponding physical interpretation. It also addresses the need for a more
flexible mathematical language (utilizing vector and tensor analysis and transformation theory)
to cover the growing complexity of fluid dynamics. Revised and updated, the text centers on
shock-wave structure, shock-wave derivatives, and shock-produced vorticity; supersonic
diffusers; thrust and lift from an asymmetric nozzle; and outlines operator methods and laminar
boundary-layer theory. In addition, the discussion introduces pertinent assumptions, reasons
for studying a particular topic, background discussion, illustrative examples, and numerous endof-chapter problems. Utilizing a wide variety of topics on inviscid and viscous fluid dynamics,
the author covers material that includes: Viscous dissipation The second law of
thermodynamics Calorically imperfect gas flows Aerodynamic sweep Shock-wave interference
Unsteady one-dimensional flow Internal ballistics Force and momentum balance The
Substitution Principle Rarefaction shock waves A comprehensive treatment of flow property
derivatives just downstream of an unsteady three-dimensional shock Shock-generated vorticity
Triple points An extended version of the Navier?Stokes equations Shock-free supersonic
diffusers Lift and thrust from an asymmetric nozzle Analytical Fluid Dynamics, Third Edition
outlines the basics of analytical fluid mechanics while emphasizing analytical approaches to
fluid dynamics. Covering the material in-depth, this book provides an authoritative
interpretation of formulations and procedures in analytical fluid dynamics, and offers analytical
solutions to fluid dynamic problems.
Fluid mechanics, the study of how fluids behave and interact under various forces and in
various applied situations-whether in the liquid or gaseous state or both-is introduced and
comprehensively covered in this widely adopted text. Revised and updated by Dr. David
Dowling, Fluid Mechanics, Fifth Edition is suitable for both a first or second course in fluid
mechanics at the graduate or advanced undergraduate level. The leading advanced general
text on fluid mechanics, Fluid Mechanics, 5e includes a free copy of the DVD "Multimedia Fluid
Mechanics," second edition. With the inclusion of the DVD, students can gain additional insight
about fluid flows through nearly 1,000 fluids video clips, can conduct flow simulations in any of
more than 20 virtual labs and simulations, and can view dozens of other new interactive
demonstrations and animations, thereby enhancing their fluid mechanics learning experience.
Text has been reorganized to provide a better flow from topic to topic and to consolidate
portions that belong together. Changes made to the book's pedagogy accommodate the needs
of students who have completed minimal prior study of fluid mechanics. More than 200 new or
revised end-of-chapter problems illustrate fluid mechanical principles and draw on phenomena
that can be observed in everyday life. Includes free Multimedia Fluid Mechanics 2e DVD
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